Are there any lockers?

No, but the wardrobes are staffed all time.

Where is the wardrobe?

On the Sunday and Monday, the wardrobe is located at the first floor, directly opposite of the registration. From Tuesday to Thursday, the wardrobes on the ground floor are open as well, they are located at the front corners of the building.

HOW TO GET AROUND BY TRAIN AND BUS?

The most convenient way to get to Tübingen and Stuttgart are the train connections. A ticket to Tübingen costs 3.40€ (daily ticket is 5.90€). Trains leave every 20 minutes and take 10 minutes. In the later evening, trains run every hour. The train to Stuttgart takes 50 minutes and a ticket costs 13.70€. Trains leave every hour. The bus connection to Tübingen is not recommended. Vending machines are located at the main station, they accept credit cards but often require a PIN.

There is a bus connection to the airport via bus line X3. It leaves every hour from the main station. It costs less than 10€ and takes about 50 minutes. You can buy the tickets inside the bus but they often only accept cash.

If you commute to Reutlingen from Tübingen together with at least three people, you might want to use a group ticket for the whole day which costs 14.50€.

WHERE IS THE NEXT CASH POINT?

The closest ATM is at Oskar-Kalbfell Platz 18, just in 4 minutes walking distance:

HOW TO ACCESS THE WIFI?

The network is called Stadthalle Reutlingen, the password is internet.
WHERE TO BUY ADDITIONAL VOUCHERS FOR THE BANQUET?

The banquet is unfortunately sold out.

HOW TO GET A TAXI CAB?

There are different taxi services in Reutlingen. You can reach Tübingen taxi via 07121 47008 or (german UI):
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Transfer to the airport costs 50€.

The taxi central is another option, they take 49€ and can be reached via 07121 470048.

WHERE TO GET FOOD AND DRINKS?

Look to the Reutlingen red city-guide- they suggest some nice restaurants. Besides the kiosk in the first floor, there are quite some options in the inner city, which are close to the Stadthalle, especially the Joli (4 minutes walking distance), the Alexandre (6 minutes walking distance), and the Dolce-Bar (12 minutes walking distance):